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Instructions for Use

Bunging Apparatus "IDEAL" 1011 VA
Model 1011 VA

Assembly

Screw fit the bunging apparatus with the attached cap nut directly to
the tank or fit to the wall with the suspension lug and connect to the
tank by means of a tube.

Setting and function

Fill the water container 1/3 full and screw tight by hand so that the
existing pressure cannot escape.

The bunging apparatus can be set by means of the screw cap. The
set pressure can be read on the scale situated on the lower edge of
the screw cap. In the case of devices without pressure limit re-adjust
ment can be effected by shifting the scale.

If the tank pressure exceeds the set counter pressure of the spring,
the membrane is raised from the valve seat. The existing excess
pressure escapes via the vent hole in the lower part of the valve.

Fall of pressure

Please check that the container seal is not damaged by screwing the
container too tightly.

The valve seat and membrane must be clean and should not be
damaged in any way. It is also important to make sure that the flutter
valve is in a perfect state as this prevents counter flows.
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Cleaning and maintenance

In order to always ensure precise pressure regulation and hygiene,
the regulator should be cleaned after every use.

Disassembly:

1. Unscrew the screw cap

2. Unscrew the collar and integral scale and remove the pressure
spring

3. Remove membrane and unscrew water container

4. Clean soiled parts with clean water (if necessary, additionally us
ing a non-caustic cleaner)

Reassemble by following the stages above in reverse order (3-1).

To improve the functioning of the device we recommend to grease
the thread of the cap as well as the upper spring holder with some
beer pump grease.

A On models with glycerine manometer or water-tight manometer it
! is important that the pin is removed from the sealing plug of the

venting system!
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